
[Male protagonist, Insect, sharing, ntr] 

 

(Plot) 

James is one of the successful owners of an 

advertising company called xyz limited, he has 

partnered with his brother-in-law (husband of his 

sister) and one of the friends of his father. 

Everything was alright for few years but until one 

day due to some charges of corruption and sexual 

harassment from few models on his brother-in-

law, their company lost many contracts and 

projects due to bad reputation. 

Although they won the case and the charges were 

nullified, they still weren’t able to make their 

comeback. 

The biggest reason of this issue was James himself 

as he never really takes care of the company and 

usually spend his most of time in traveling across 

the world as this is his lifetime dream of touring 

the world. 

So, after this issue his brother-in-law suggests that 

we should hire our own models and do 



photoshoots that will definitely increase 

reputation of their company. 

James is about to question whether any model 

will work for them but his brother-in-law 

interjected between while he purposes an idea of 

using females of the house as a model. 

Even his uncle (friend of his father) supported the 

idea and little by little women of his house 

became models for their company. 

 

[ it can be multiple choice game] 

1- Mc will take interest in business himself while 

he’ll have choice of creating his own harem of 

women including his wife, daughters, sister, 

daughter of his uncle and we can add few others. 

[here he can even share his women with 

others and everything is avoidable] 

2- Mc will be same as before incident and let his 

trusted brother-in-law and uncle handle the 

business. The women of the houses will be shared 

among these two or even let them do prostitute 

work in secret. [unavoidable NTR] 



3- here Mc will work in his company, in this 

situation we can third party as they liked their 

work and wants to work with the models of their 

company. [here we can add, cheating, 

molestation, corruption and here ntr is avoidable 

based on Mc’s choice] 

 

[Sample work for Dialogue]  

 

 James having conversation with his wife at late night before 

be. 

James…. “honey what do you think about the situation of the 

company?” 

Wife… “what me?” 

“I’m just a simple housewife, what can I do about this whole 

mess created by your partners”. 

James…. “Ahn don’t blame them… they did nothing, we were 

just targeted by our competitors” 

“if not for them I wouldn’t able to fulfil my dream of world 

tour” 

Wife…. “but whenever I see them, I just don’t feel good for 

some reason” 

James…. “don’t think too much, they are like family dear” 



“forget those things and listen, I have an idea of how we can 

again gain our reputation back without hiring any outsider 

models” 

Wife…. “oh really! but how James?” 

James hesitated a little… “so the thing is we have decided to 

let you guys try modelling for us” 

Wife…. “what us?” 

“what do mean by us?” 

James…. “yes, darling you, daughters, sister and uncle’s 

daughters” 

Wife with an angry tone…. “James are you out of your mind, I 

can’t talk about others but me?” 

“I can’t do those things at this age” 

James…. “dear you’re perfect and don’t worry nobody is 

forcing you” 

“but can you at least give it a try” he pleaded. 

“you’re hot and sexy even at this age and isn’t it is your 

dream at the college times but due to your pregnancy you 

didn’t able to achieve your dreams” 

“now I’m giving you opportunity so, please at least try for 

once”  

She was intrigued by his words and she was happy to hear 

those words from love of her life. 

Wife…. “I’ll try for only your sake but you have to show me 

how much you love me” 



As she spoke these words, she removed her night gown and 

James can see her perky nipples. 

James…. “Yes, my love” as he reached her hands. 

She laid down on the bed while James above her placed his 

one hand on back of her head while other one is already 

resting on her boobs. 

He kissed her slowly while increasing pace of his mouth and 

on the other side his wife become so aroused that she starts 

leaking her juice.  

Wife…. “down there, I want you to go down and show me the 

magic of your tongue” 

 

 To be continued……… 

 

  


